Summary / highlights from the TSC Meeting 9/30/20

- DependaBot has been put in place for all repositories.
- Design has been completed for device services to alternate hosts using SSH/overlay network.
- The work to generate/inject random passwords into vault has been delayed to Ireland release.
- ADR’s 007 and 010 have been updated and need TSC approval. The updates have to do with adding CLI artifacts and with Snap releases moving under control of Canonical.
- Application/Analytics WG has been brainstorming ideas for Ireland release and seeks input. See the WG minutes for details.
- GPIO and UART device services have been contributed into holding by Jiangxing Intelligence. Due to the release, the DS WG plans to review these during the later part of October and first part of November, with hope to make determination on these and if everything looks good, release them in later December/January. Jim to communicate this to J.I.
- Snap testing may be demonstrated as soon as the TestQA WG meeting next week.
- Snap builds, under Canonical, are being done natively on Ubuntu (versus in Docker). May require some work on devops to facilitate.
- Kong Summit conference is going to happen next week. Colin is presenting a workshop on Kong. Conference is free of charge and virtual.
- Endorsement program is nearing completion on workflow. Cert meeting will be held this Monday to finalize (normally a skip week).
- Intel will present in the next installment of the Adopter Series on Oct 6th. See https://bit.ly/2FNYS1z.
- Marketing meeting will move to 9am PDT (vs 8am) by next week if no one issues a complaint.
- Topcoder challenge, 2nd phase, is in planning. This will be an architectural/design challenge.
- ONES event is ongoing this week. Marketing team will look to get some feedback and contact information from the conference after this week.
- Core working group is focused on V2 API core data for Hanoi.
- Kubernetes project group met Sept 28th at noon CDT. Look to the Wiki for results of that meeting to include first crawl steps (Hanoi maybe??).
- Conventional commits specification will now be followed by the project. Working Group chairs will take the lead to implement across all their repositories. Wiki has been updated to include a conventional commits page.
- If you have items for the Ireland planning meetings (unconference topics, architecture topics, features, etc.) please get with Jim.
  - Keith has suggested that we include a possible Industry Vertical group as a topic under business.
  - Camilo has suggested we also include China surveys on developer experience as part of the business topics.
- The TSC voiced support to allow a change to committer approval process. The new process, to be voted on TSC by email, will allow any TSC member to approve new Github committers without additional TSC member approval. Under courtesy of the community, the TSC member will mention the new committer in a WG meeting. Jim will coordinate the formal TSC vote.
• The TSC voiced support to tag and branch edgex-docs and formerly close Geneva docs and allow opening of Hanoi document work. Jim will coordinate with Release Czar and Devops to make this so.

• The registration site and Wiki site for the Ireland Planning Meeting are up. Members are encouraged do register now (free) at https://events.linuxfoundation.org/edgex-foundry-ireland-release-planning-conference-fall